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Abstract: With the progress of the internet, many import documents can be found online. It is vital to protect the
safety and genuineness of the seals in the published documents. In this paper, A fragile watermarking scheme is
proposed to extract the features from the original documents and then combine them with some confidential
parameters to generate watermarked unique seals from the official seals without affecting the layout and the visible
image of the original ones.
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1. Introduction
Seal is said to be first used by the Sumerian
about 5500 years ago in cuneiform to show the
belongings of the merchandise and private property
[1]. Then it is found to be used by the ancient
Egyptian and Rome. With the influence of China,
seal is widely used by Chinese, Korean and Japanese
in their daily life in East Asia. The stamp of the
Empire’s golden seal represents the mighty power of
the king. Any attempt to make a fake empire’s seal
means death in those ages. The golden seal is kept
safe under strict surveillance. Official seal of the
government represents its authority as well. For
ordinary people, seal is necessary for the contracts in
economic activities. In many Asian countries, seal is
traditionally used to ensure the credibility and
authority of the paper documents. Seal is regarded as
one of the most important items not only for the
governments but also for ordinary people.
Nowadays, with the wide spread of the
application and rapid progress of the internet, many
public certifications and official documents can be
directly found in the interconnected networks, which

makes it easy to get the seal image. On the other
hand, the promotion of the electronic governments
facilitates the access to the seal image. The easy
manipulation and transmission of digital media has
been a big threat of forgery to the electronic
governments’ projects. It is very important to protect
the safety and genuineness of the officially
published documents, especially the genuineness of
the official seals. It is vital to ensure that any part of
the official seal images which are extracted
cut-and-paste from other existing documents are not
used elsewhere illegally.
During the last decades, digital watermarking,
and more generally, data hiding, has been one of the
most active research fields in the signal /image
processing area[2][4]. Many technical results have
been made all over the world for ownership
protection [5]-[10], content authentication [11]-[15],
and side information conveyance [16]-[18]. For
ownership protection, robustness is one of the major
concerns. The watermarks of robust watermarking
schemes are expected to survive different types of
manipulation to some extent, while the schemes for
the purposes of authentication and content integrity
verification are supposed to be fragile so that
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changes or modifications of a media will be
reflected in the hidden watermark. For the purpose
of side information conveyance, a watermark is
required to convey more information than a robust
watermark does. Most of the existing watermarking
schemes are designed for either ownership
protection or content authentication.
In this paper, we proposed a novel
watermarking method to reflect the authentication
and protection of the content integrity of the
document simultaneously. Our purpose is to provide
a means to issue a unique seal image for every
particular document. In our proposed method, we
guard the seal image rather than the seal itself. The
originally stamped seal image is replaced by a
watermarked seal image at the same place of the
original document before it is circulated publicly in
the internet. The watermark is designed according to
the content of the original document apart from the
original seal image, which is also related to the
position of the original seal image in the document.
Thus it becomes a secrete key to the owner of the
seal. The watermark can then be embedded and
detected from the seal image in the document. In
this way, if a forged seal image is used in a
document by cropping a real seal image from some
other documents, a mismatch between the content of
the document and the watermark will expose the
tampering.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, the watermarking scheme
explains the generation of the documents with
watermark and the watermark embedding/detecting
algorithm in detail. In Section 3, some experimental
results are given to show the efficiency of our
proposal. Conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Proposed watermarking scheme
In this section, we will describe the
watermarking scheme in detail. As shown in Fig.1,
the host document with original seal image is split
into two parts: the seal image part and the remainder
image part. After the original seal image is cropped
from the original document, the same area of the
original seal image is first filled with white blank.
Then a sequence of 128 bits of binary watermark is
generated according to the content feature of the
remainder image, the center position of the original
seal image and a secrete bit sequences coded by a
secrete key on the dates of sign or stamp. After that
the seal image is divided into 8x16 blocks, and each
block is embedded with a bit in the watermark
according to the even/odd parity of the block.

Figure 1 Flowchart of the watermarking scheme

Finally, the watermarked seal image will be
combined with the remainder image to replace the
original seal image. In this way, the original images
of the genuine seal will never be used in public
circumstances. Instead, a fragile watermarked seal is
made and stamped according to the content of the
documents. As a result, we do not have to fear for
the forged seal images which are “stolen” through
“cut-and-paste” from other existing documents,
because every seal image in the publicly circulated
documents can be assumed to be unique.
2.1. Generation of the watermark sequence
The watermark of the binary sequence consists
of 128 bits which are constructed from four parts
denoted as W1, W2, W3 and W4 here. W1 is a
sequence of 64 bits generated as part of the
watermark. W1 is used to reflect the global
intensity distribution features of the remainder
image (R) of the original document shown in Fig. 1.
The remainder image is divided by 8x8 blocks. The
average intensity of each block is used as a
threshold for the block. If the intensity of the pixel
in a block is greater than the average intensity of
the block, the pixel is counted as a white pixel, or
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else it is counted as a black pixel. After that, the
blank ratio of the number of the white pixels to the
whole number of the pixels in the block is
calculated. If the blank ratio of a block is less than
10%, the block will be ranked as 0, if it is greater
than 10% but less than 20%, it will be ranked as 1,
and so on. Then the blank ratio of each of the 64
blocks is ranked from 0 to 9 levels. The rank
numbers
are
then
compared
with
64
pseudo-random numbers which are generated
among 0 to 9 by linear congruent method following
equation (1). If the rank number of a block is
greater than the corresponded pseudo random a bit
of “1” will be generated, or else a bit of “0” will be
generated.

x n +1 = ( A × x n + B) mod M

(1)

w = w1, w3 ⊕ w4

(2)

EXCLUSIVE-OR (XOR) operation with W3.
Finally, W1 is concatenated with the XOR result of
W3 and W4 to form the watermark sequence W.
Table1. The contents of W3

W

q n = x n mod K
k = qn mod 3
x

0
Where, A , B , M , K
and
are given
parameters. By changing the parameters, one can
change the pattern of the pseudo random series, and
thus change W1 for a particular remainder image
(R).
Compared with W1, W2 is used to reflect the
subtle changes of the remainder image of the
original document. The remainder image is check by
an 8x4 block. If the intensity sum of a block is an
odd number, ‘1’ will be generated, or else ‘0’ will be
generated corresponding to the block. In this way, a
series of 32 bits is generated to reflect the subtle
changes of the particular areas in the remainder
image.
The center coordinates of the seal image in the
document may vary for different documents.
Suppose the maximum size of the document image
is 2048 by 2048, we can use 22 bits to express the x,
y coordinates of the central position of the seal in
the document. The coordinates of the seal center
and W2 and 10 preserved bits can be concated to
compose a binary sequence of 64 bits. This binary
sequence is denoted W3 here to reflect the subtle
features of the original document as shown in table 1.
The preserved 10 bits can be used to classify the
catalogues of the seals used in the document, or can
be used to indicate the importance of the documents
or some other special purpose.
W4 is defined by a secrete key. The key is used
to encode the dates of the sign or stamp into 64 bits
of binary sequence. Then W4 is subjected to an

Figure 2. Watermark Q and seal image I

The generation of W is a trade-off among the
computation complexity, the length of the
watermark, the uniqueness and noise fluctuation of
the document, and the content integrity of the
document with the seal stamped. The generated
scheme is robust enough. Even though the structure
and calculation algorithm can be known by others,
without knowing the same parameters used in the
linear congruent method or the secrete key, same
watermark cannot be made from a seal image.
2.2. Watermark embedment and authentication
To embed the watermark, the Seal image I is
first cropped from the original document as the
target image, and then the cropped area of the
original document is temporary filled with zero.
After that, a binary sequence of the watermark W
with a secret key and parameters is generated
according to the document image as described in
section 2.1. The target image I is divided into
8x16(=128) blocks as shown in Fig.2, where each
block is corresponded to a bit of the binary
watermark W. For each of the block Iij, a bit plane
Iij(k) is selected according to a pseudo random
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number k. The range of k is from 0 to 3.The parity
of the sum of the bit plane Iij(k) is checked to decide
how to embed the watermark into the target image.
If the parity is odd, and the corresponded bit of Q is
‘one’, then no change will be made in the bit plane
of the target image; if the parity is odd and the
watermark bit is ‘zero’, then one bit of the bit plane
will be reversed from ‘zero’ to ‘one’, or from ‘one’
to ‘zero’. Similarly, if the parity of the sum of the bit
plane of Iij(k) is even and the watermark bit is
‘zero’, then no change will be made, or a bit will
be randomly selected to reverse from ‘zero’ to ‘one’,
or from ‘one’ to ‘zero’. After all the blocks are
processed, the result will be inserted into the original
document to replace the area which is temporarily
set to be zero.

Figure 3. Bit plane randomly selected from target
image block Iij(k)

Now, the watermark embedding algorithm can
be described as follows:
Step1. Extract the original seal image I from the host
document.
Step2. Fill the extracted area with white for the
remainder image.
W2,
W3 from the
Step3. Generate W1,
remainder image.
Step4. Generate W4 with a secret key on the
date.
Step5. Generate the binary watermark W according
to formula (2).
Step6. Divide the original seal image into 8x16
blocks.
Step7. For each block I(i,j), select a bit plane k
according to a predefined pseudo random number,
calculate the sum S of the bits in k plane of
block I(i,j).
&&
Step 7.1 IF (Parity(S) == even
W(i+j*8)== 1) do nothing,;
Step 7.2 IF (Parity(S) == odd && W(i+j*8)
== 0) do nothing;;
Step 7.3 Select another bit from the bit plane k
and change it from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0 (the bit is
randomly selected in the bit plane);

Step 7.4 Do Step 7. for the next block to
embed the next bit in the watermark.
Step8. Paste watermarked seal image back to the
host document.
In the above algorithm, according to the
content of the watermark, only about half of the
blocks of the original seal image may need to
change a bit in the lower bit plane on the average.
As the bit is randomly selected in the block, the
differences before and after the embedding process
will not be noticed. And the watermarked seal
image J will be put to the same position of the
original seal image.
For the verifier, the seal image J will be
automatically cropped out from the document by a
predefined size and a pattern matching. Then a
binary sequence of watermark W’ will be detected
from J, and a genuine watermark W will be
generated according to the remainder of the
document. The consistency of the information W
and W’ is then checked. If W and W’ is completely
the same, then the seal image is regarded as the
genuine one, otherwise the seal image is regarded as
the illegal forgery.
To detect the watermark from image J, the
same pseudo random series is used to select a bit
plane k of the block. It is marked as Jij(k) for the (i,j)
block. Then the parity of the sum of bit plane Jij(k)
will be checked to extract the watermark embedded.
If the parity is even, a ‘one’ bit will be extracted, or
else a ’zero’ bit will be extracted from the block.
The secrete information can be recovered from the
extracted binary sequence of the watermark.
The extraction and authentication algorithm can
be described as follow:
Step1: Find out the center of the seal image
through pattern matching, and then extract it from
the document with a predefined size.
Step2: Fill the remainder area with white and
generate a genuine watermark W in the same way
used in embedding algorithm.
Step3: Divide the seal image J into 8x16
blocks.
Step4: For each of the block J(i,j), select a bit
plane k by the same pseudo random series according
to formula (1), then calculate the sum S of the bits in
the bit plane k .
Step4.1: IF (Parity(S) == even) then W’(i+j*8) = 1;
Step4.2: IF(Parity(S) == odd) then W’(i+j*8) = 0;
Step5: Compare W and W’, IF (W == W’) then
the seal is true, otherwise the seal in the document is
a forgery.

3. Experiments
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In this section, we show some experimental
results. In the following experiments, a set of
document images with the size of 494x696 are used.
The seal images with the size of 64x64 are replaced
with the watermarked ones according to the content
of the original documents. Fig.4 (a) shows the
he
original document image; Fig.4 (b) shows the
remainder of the document with the seal image
cropped. Fig.5 (a) shows the original seal image
cropped from Fig.4 (a); Fig.5 (b) shows the
watermarked image of the original seal image;
Fig.5(c) shows the binary sequence of the

changes have been introduced into the original
document of Fig. 4(a). Some other experiments are
shown in Fig.7 with changes in the layout, format,
and the position of the seal in the image.Fig.7 (a)
shows the original image, 7(b) shows the subtle
change in the graph, 7(c) shows the completely same
document, only with the different location of the
seal. 7(d) shows the same document with different
layout. All the changes will result in different
watermarks generated from the remainder images
and these watermarks will be different from the
watermark detected from the cropped seal
image.The inconsistency of the watermark will
disclose the tamper made in the documents. The
watermarks and the differences from the original
one are shown in Fig.8.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a watermarking
scheme for seal image authentication based on the
content of the original document. A unique
watermark is automatically generated according to
the intensity distribution of the image or the original
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Original document. (a) Original
document with seal image stamped, (b) Original
document with seal image cropped.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Seal images. (a) Original seal image
cropped from Fig.3., (b) watermarked seal image ,

(c)

(c) binary sequence of the watermark generated from
Fi 3

watermark generated from the document image of
Fig.4 (b) where the seal image area is replaced by a
blank. The differences of the appearances of Fig.5 (a)
and (b) are completely invisible by human eyes.
Fig.6 (a) shows a tampered document image of Fig.
4(a) with a completely same seal image stamped at
the same position. Fig. 6(b) shows the differences of
image Fig.6 (a) and Fig.4 (a). Fig.6 (c) shows the
watermark generated from Fig. 6(a) without the seal
image. The watermark is different with the
watermark detected from the seal image as shown in
Fig.5 (c). This reflects that some local minor

Figure 6 (a) The tampered document image, (b) Areas
where some characters are changed. (c) The watermark
generated from Fig.6(a) without seal image.

document. It is also depended on the parity variation
of the logically divided blocks of the original
documents, and an encrypted code of the date of the
stamp or the date of the creation time.The
consistency of the watermark generated by the
original document and the one detected from the
seal image is checked to decide the authenticity of
the seal image without knowing the original genuine
one. This is very important because once the real
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extract the watermark properly. In our future work,
we are planning to enhance the robustness of the
watermark, while remain it fragile to the change of
the original document.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8 (b) Watermark generated from fig.7(b), (c)
watermark generated from 7(c). (d) watermark
generated from Fig.7(d)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Experiments with other changes. (a)
Original image. (b)Image with a change in graph
(c) Image with a change in the position of the seal.
(d) Image with a deferent layout.

seal image is leaked out it can be used for any
purpose.To meet this requirement, we select a fragile
watermarking method to embed and extract the
hidden information. The parity of the sum of the bit
plane is critical to the change of the checked block.
Without knowing the predefined parameters, no one
can properly embed/extract the watermark. However,
if the parameters for the pseudo random numbers
and the secrete key to the encryption of the date are
opened, anybody can check the genuineness of the
seal image. With the disclosed parameters, one can
extract the watermark embedded in the seal image,
but he still cannot recover the original seal image
with the watermarked seal image and the watermark,
because every bit of the watermark is corresponded
to a block, and the changed bit of the bit plane of the
block is randomly selected in the block.
Experiments have shown the efficiency of the
method proposed in the paper. The weak point of
our method is that the watermarked seal image is
critical to the noise. If noise is introduce into the
watermarked bit planes, which make it difficult to
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